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20. Ho Chi Minh’s Thoughts (PE019IU) 

Course title HO CHI MINH’S THOUGHTS (Tư tưởng Hồ Chí Minh) 

Module 

designation 

The course equips students with basic knowledge about subjects, 

research methods and meaning of Ho Chi Minh’s ideologies; origin of 

Ho Chi Minh’s ideologies; national independence and socialism; 

Communist Party of Viet Nam and the Vietnamese State; great 

national unity and international solidarity; culture, morality and 

human. 

Semester(s) in 

which the 

module is 

taught 

1, 2, summer semester 

Person 

responsible 

for the module 

Lecturers at School of Political and Administration Sciences, VNU-

HCM 

Language Vietnamese 

Relation to 

curriculum 

Compulsory 

Teaching 

methods 

Lecture, group discussion, presentation 

Workload 

(incl. contact 

hours, self-

study hours) 

(Estimated) Total workload: 85 

Contact hours (lecture, exercise): 25 

Private study including examination preparation, specified in hours: 

60 

Credit 

points/ECTS 

2 credits/ 3.08 ECTS 

Required and 

recommended 

prerequisites 

for joining the 

module  

Previous course  

1. Marxist-Leninist philosophy (PE015IU) 

2. Marxist-Leninist political economy (PE016IU) 

3. Scientific socialism (PE017IU) 

4. History of Vietnamese Communist Party PH018IU 

Module 

objectives 

Knowledge: Equip students with basic knowledge about the concept, 

origin, process of formation and development of Ho Chi Minh's 

thoughts; the basic contents of Ho Chi Minh's thoughts; the 

application of the Communist Party of Vietnam in the national-

democratic and socialist revolution in the current national renewal 

process. 
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Skills: Form the skills of independent thinking, analyzing, evaluating 

and applying Ho Chi Minh's thought creatively to solve problems in 

life, study and work. 

Attitudes: Help students improve their political bravery, patriotism, 

loyalty to the goals and ideals of national independence associated 

with socialism; aware of the role and value of Ho Chi Minh's thoughts 

for the Vietnamese Party and nation; aware their responsibility in 

studying and training to contribute to the construction and defense 

of the Fatherland. 

Tentative 

learning 

outcomes 

I. Knowledge 

1. Concept, subject, research methodology and meaning of Ho Chi Minh 

ideology module 

1.1. Understand the concept of Ho Chi Minh's thoughts 

1.2. Understand the research object 

1.3. Grasp some basic requirements on learning and research 

methods of Ho Chi Minh's ideology 

1.4. Understand the meaning of learning ideological course 

2. The foundation, formation and development of Ho Chi Minh ideology 

2.1. Understand the practical basis, theoretical premise and 

subjective factors forming Ho Chi Minh's thoughts 

2.2. Understand the process of formation and development of Ho Chi 

Minh's thoughts 

2.3. Grasp the value of Ho Chi Minh's thoughts for the Vietnamese 

revolution and the progressive development of mankind 

3. Ho Chi Minh ideology on national independence and socialism 

3.1. Aware of the scientific, revolutionary and creative nature of Ho 

Chi Minh's thoughts on national independence and liberation 

revolution 

3.2. Grasp Ho Chi Minh's view on the necessity of socialism, building 

socialism and the transition period to socialism in Vietnam 

3.3. Understand Ho Chi Minh's view on the relationship between 

national independence and socialism 

3.4. Apply Ho Chi Minh's thoughts on national independence 

associated with socialism in the current revolution 
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  4. Ho Chi Minh ideology on the Communist Party of Vietnam of the 

people, by the people and for the people 

4.1. Understand the basic contents of Ho Chi Minh's thoughts on the 

Communist Party of Vietnam 

4.2. Understand the basic contents of Ho Chi Minh's thoughts on the 

state of the people, by the people, for the people 

4.3. Apply Ho Chi Minh's thoughts to the construction of the Party 

and the State 

5. Ho Chi Minh ideology on national great unity and international 

solidarity 

5.1. Understand the basic views of Ho Chi Minh's thoughts on great 

national unity 

5.2. Understand the basic views of Ho Chi Minh's thoughts on 

international solidarity 

5.3. Apply Ho Chi Minh's thoughts on great national unity and 

international solidarity in the current period 

6. Ho Chi Minh ideology on culture, morality and human 

6.1. Grasp basic knowledge of Ho Chi Minh's thoughts on culture 

6.2. Grasp basic knowledge of Ho Chi Minh's thoughts on new 

morality (revolutionary morality) 

6.3. Grasp the basic knowledge of Ho Chi Minh's thoughts on culture 

6.4. Apply Ho Chi Minh's thoughts on culture, morality and people in 

building the current Vietnamese culture, morality and human 

II. Skills 

Demonstrate the ability to generalize, think, debate, critique, and 

groupwork 

1. Have skills in thinking, analyzing and evaluating Ho Chi Minh's 

thoughts. 

2. Have skills in presenting, explaining, criticizing, debating and 

eloquent about theoretical knowledge being studied and researched 

based on practice. 

3. Have skills in creatively applying Ho Chi Minh's thoughts to 

solving practical problems in life, study and work. 

III. Attitudes 

1. Recognize the role and value of Ho Chi Minh's thoughts for the 

Party and nation of Vietnam 

2. Have political bravery, patriotism, loyalty to the goals and ideals of 

national independence associated with socialism 

3. Recognize responsibility in studying, researching and applying 

knowledge in life to contribute to national construction and defense 
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Content The description of the contents should clearly indicate the weighting of 

the content and the level. 

Weight: period (1 period = 50 minutes) 

Teaching levels: I (Introduce); T (Teach); U (Utilize) 

Topic Weight Level 

Introduction 1 I, T 

Concept, subject, research methodology 
and meaning of Ho Chi Minh ideology 
module 

2 T 

The foundation, formation and 
development of Ho Chi Minh ideology 

3 T 

Ho Chi Minh ideology on national 
independence and socialism 

3 T, U 

Ho Chi Minh ideology on the Communist 
Party of Vietnam of the people, by the 
people and for the people 

3 T, U 

Ho Chi Minh ideology on national great 
unity and international solidarity 

3 T, U 

Ho Chi Minh ideology on culture, morality 
and human 

3 I, T 

 

Examination 

forms 

Class discussion; Group presentations and reports; Mid-term exam: 

Multiple choice (closed-book) or essay (opened-book); Final exam: 

Essay (opened-book) 

Study and 

examination 

regulations 

- Regulations on assessment: according to the Regulations on the 

teaching and learning of Political Theory subjects of the School of 

Political and Administration Sciences. 

- Regulations on group presentation: Forming a group: 5 

students/group. 

+ The deadline for group topic registration on the forum is session 2. 

+ Week 4 (4th session) begin to present in order. Note that the 

presenting groups need to fully show up and bring along all relevant 

documents. 

+ Submission form: submit files and minutes of group work via email 

to the lecturer. 

Materials 1.  Ministry of Education and Training (2019). Giảo trình Tư tưởng 

Hồ Chí Minh, National Political Publishing House, Hanoi. 

2.  School of Political and Administration Sciences VNU-HCM. Tài liệu 

hướng dẫn học tập Tư tưởng Hồ Chí Minh. 

3.  Ho Chi Minh (2011). Full volume, National Political Publishing 
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House, Hanoi. 

4.  Biography of Ho Chi Minh (2016). National Political Publishing 

House, Hanoi. 


